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Can the Bible help me with my food struggles?Perhaps you have ever felt trapped in a
seemingly endless cycle of overeating, yo-yo dieting, and obsessive thoughts about meals?
This is not a diet publication and it’ Whether you feel defeated by your lack of self-control or
overwhelmed by thoughts and longings for meals, the answer to our food fixation will not lie
in the $500 billion global diet industry.s not a healthy eating plan.s the purpose of Full. It’s so
why we seek fullness in something that will never satisfy.ll discover the pleasure of living clear
of food fixation so that you can experience deeper fulfillment in Christ, gain a renewed feeling
of purpose, and yes, even enjoy good meals (without regret).that’Join Asheritah Ciuciu as she
shares honestly about her very own battles with meals and reveals the path to freedom.
You’ Carries a quiz to assist you find out in case you have meals fixation, plus practical
approaches for overcoming it.  Because at the primary, our problem is not really what we
consume. A healthier relationship with meals through a stronger romantic relationship with
Christ—
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"Annihilate the bigger-than existence struggle that has haunted us for so long. But mainly
because I started, I got to slow down in reading since there is so very much truth to chew and
digest.after that purchased another on Amazon and seven even more from Moody Publishers.
By phoning what my food fixation happens to be, sin, I find that dieting is much less traumatic
and I've found way more victory. For Confessed Sugar Addicts I was SO Prepared to read this
reserve and it has already helped me shift my thinking from food to Jesus.” This source helped
me to understand. Good book to help you change your eating habits. Yet, there is always
another method/procedure/plan. I went online to listen to the author talk about God's center
for me as the website is provided in the publication on day time one I believe, and was
impressed by the like of God and hope expressed there..) In all seriousness, we create in
meals an idol.. I am praying that “Full. Food, Jesus, and the Battle for Satisfaction” continues to
teach me to fix my heart on Christ instead, for He has recently won.and understand this
publication. But I enjoy that the intent of this book is to immediate visitors to Jesus and how
exactly we can honor Him in this component of our lives that will "consume" a whole lot of our
period and thinking. They offer great support and encouragement - make the knowledge
deeper. There's so very much I have to learn about fasting, and it's helpful to involve some
guidance in this publication... And He delights in fighting this fight for us because it brings us
nearer to Him. * Like poker chips, once you taste one – you can’t stop. Great! You can end
munching the chips; How do we remember and care for the hungry? Amazing Book! I have go
through several Christian books approximately food obsession and eating disorders which is
by the far the best 1. I am in recovery from consuming disorders and this reserve provided me
with just what I needed to hear. Recommend this reserve to anyone who suffers terribly with
food addiction or consuming disorders. I really enjoyed Ashertirah's writing style I really
enjoyed Ashertirah's writing design. A fantastic book about our have to turn to God rather than
food! This book is normally saturated with scripture which can only help me look at food from
a spiritual perspective. This book was an excellent read! Excellent book! Excellent book!!! This
was exactly what I have already been requiring. I am not really typically good at finishing
books, but I completed it with ease. I had to speed myself with reading a chapter a day
because there is so much wisdom to take in from each chapter. Full: A reserve that will make
you think, support you in finding truth, and take you on the road to victory! There is indeed
much in this book that I have to keep fresh on my mind constantly. While reading this reserve,
I also began going right through Barb Raveling's "Flavor for Truth" thirty day devotional book.
These books possess certainly helped me watch God's phrase in a more accurate way
concerning this subject matter and are really serving to daily transform my thinking and mold
me right into a better person. Raises Good Queries about Our Attitude Toward Food This book
about our attitude toward food covers some great topics and challenges the reader in a great
way! This is for just about any Christian who may be fighting food or weight reduction in any
way.I found chapters 10 and 11 ("Embrace the Grace of Community" and "Serve with Food") to
be especially challenging and thought-provoking. I use food just how that I should be using
the Holy Spirit or the Word of God. Extremely relatable and spiritually sound. “Full” teaches
you how! These are all good queries. Can't recommend this reserve often enough!. Highly
recommend to any one struggling with food and satisfaction.We also appreciate a chapter is
focused on fasting, something noted in the Bible but not overly discussed in modern times. It
feels like more of a radical or foreign concept, but I don't think it's supposed to be.*I received
an progress copy in exchange for my honest opinion.When read prematurely, I could see Full
being truly a bit overwhelming. Whether we focus on chocolate or kale…there is just too much



emphasis, period, energy, and thought placed on something meant to be nourishment. I
discover myself laughing, nodding, and tearing up in almost every chapter. When I began
reading "Full", I was expecting to find help with my insufficient discipline when it came to food,
which it can. LOVE the free of charge, interactive reward features woven through the entire
book: videos, lock screens to download for mobile devices, and charts/graphs/journaling
webpages. If that is you, welcome to the golf club.)Full is an encouraging go through that
tackles a touchy subject with grace. Life Changing Once We finally admitted that my fixation
about and obsession for sugars was out of control, I knew I needed help. I was secretly getting
on pastries and candy. I was uncontrollable. Then I found a study strategy of this publication
on my YouVersion app. Good book! I cannot express how much it's been utilized by God to
change me. I have shared it with close friends and they have enjoyed it as well.. Life changing!
Many thanks Asheritah! Since there is indeed much to take, I actually feel compelled to re-go
through the book and utilize the companion journal and also fill it out along the way to really
take in everything that's being said. I simply began this week and currently I can inform when
this feeling of seeking something special and sweet comes over me.there's too much to
"digest" in the area of eating!" “What we’re about to embark on is a journey of learning to rely
on God’s power to do for us what we can’t on our very own: annihilate the bigger-than
existence struggle which has haunted us for so long. God has utilized this publication in a life-
changing way! Asheritha does an excellent job of opening God's Term and make it stand out
and practical! Powerful I loved this book! I started the book and set it apart for a time, however
when I picked it right back up, I found myself involved by the writing, the readable framework,
and the essential reminders. How can we move the concentrate of our hearts from meals to
God during situations of fellowship? A MUST-read if meals is a spiritual fight for you If you only
have time to read one publication about having an unhealthy relationship with food, THIS IS
THE SOMEONE TO READ! Truth that will enable you to fight any battle, not only food. Learn to
concentrate on God rather than food! Reading this reserve was like having a discussion with a
friend. The Biblical Watch of Food I’m halfway through this publication, but I can’t get a
sufficient amount of. For individuals who are prepared to stop trying to do it alone, based on
diet programs that don't work and are not really sustainable, who finally realize that God does
indeed provide information, a way to change our romantic relationship to meals, and a way to
lean on Him instead of food, this is a lifesaver for you since it has been for me.. Full - So Full.
Loved it and immediately bought this reserve and journal. Wait. Why can’t I earn this food
battle once and for all?! Before, I attempted to think about other things, like what I already
have to eat at home, to change my idea patterns, but I would always fall in to the temptation
wanted to me in my mind. Now, however, I am reading Total and enjoying my amount of time
in the term of God. I also bought Joyce Meyer's annotated "Amplified Bible" and that, plus a
lovely "Be Still" journaling book are assisting me out of the pit and out of the miry clay. The end
result is that we are putting an excessive amount of weight on the issue. The book feels
extremely personal. The reality hurts, but helps therefore much in my journey with Jesus and
overcoming meals fixation. Great book for transformation.How many “diets/plans” perhaps
you have attempted in your lifestyle…for those trying to lose and others seeking to be
healthier? A life changing novel This book touches on a subject many struggle with, however,
not many have put pen to paper to encourage and help others in overcoming this battle. Ciu
Ciu's publication is filled up with truth and ways to apply the truth to your lives.and things I
have to consider more. Strong biblical understanding in a right down to earth feeling, I love
“Full” and the reality it speaks! I take advantage of food. How should meals be treated in the



church? I use food to feel better, to feel whole. And so when I finally understood that my
weight issues were a sin issue and not a diet problem (After all, it's that as well), I sought help. I
found it in this reserve.” – Asheritah CiuciuHave you ever wondered “What is wrong with me?
(Pardon the puns! (Couldn’t resist the pun..In "Full," Asheritah offers solid, biblically sound
instruction to help readers figure out how to lean on God instead of the scale.
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